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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States,
2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Most
restaurants fail. Yours can succeed. The owners in this book will
tell you how. Restaurant Owners Uncorked is a collection of
interviews with a diverse range of twenty owners, such as the
legendary and colorful Phil Roberts, founder of Buca di Beppo
and The Oceanaire Seafood Room; Scott Leibfried, a renowned,
high-energy figure in the culinary industry who is part of the
cast of the hit television show, Hell s Kitchen ; and Chris
Sommers, a former Silicon Valley technology executive who
makes Chicago-style deep dish pizza (in St. Louis) so well that he
was invited to the White House to cook it for President Obama
and the first family. This book isn t useful only for aspiring
restaurant owners. It also provides practical advice for anybody
who currently owns a restaurant or who simply wants to
understand and be entertained by reading the business
philosophies of twenty successful entrepreneurs. As you read
these interviews, you ll feel like you are sitting down with the
owners over a cup of coffee or a beer,...
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Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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